
Marketplace Messages
Marketplace Messages are used to send messages to all users of the app. 
If there is something you want to tell your users about, such a special offer, 
temporary maintenance, or a part of the app they might otherwise not 
know about, using Marketplace Messages is the way to do it.

Marketplace Messages come in many different types, as we’ll see, some 
simpler than others. For example, the message can pop up upon opening 
the app, or be a banner on the home page. You can choose to send a 
push notification to the users about the message, and you can choose to 
send the user to a specific screen when they tap the message.

With Referrals and Custom Lists, you may also create and customize the 
page the user sees when they tap the message. You can read about how 
this is done in this guide.
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Marketplace messages
Marketplace messages are messages sent to the users. They can be promotions, 
informational messages, or alerts about the state of the app.
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If a language is 
selected, only
users of the 
language will see 
the message. 
Otherwise, all
users will see it.

Once created, you can 
toggle marketplace 
messages on or off.

This sends a 
push notification 

to the users.
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Banner – Unclickable, for viewing only. Good for simple 
messages, such as “Merry Christmas!”

Article – Clicking the message will let the user read an 
article that you’ve written. Good for long messages 
interested users can read, such as plans for the app or an 
award the brand has won.
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Business promotion – Upon clicking the message, the user 
is taken to the business of your choice. Good for promotions 
for specific businesses.

Custom list – Upon clicking the message, the user is taken 
to a business list of your choice. (e.g. favorites, new 
businesses, special offers.) Good for event promotions, such 
as special deals for holidays.

Marketplace Message types
Marketplaces messages can take different forms, and you can choose what the message will 
look like and contain from the options below.

These types will show up at the top of the main screen of the app, as shown 
below. The user is able to swipe between them, if there are multiple.
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Warning – A message that immediately appears to all users 
when opening the app. Good for important changes in the 
app such as a delivery cost increase due to stormy weather.

Service Shutdown – Like a warning, but it’s impossible to 
exit out of the box and use the app. Good for app 
maintenance and complete service shutdowns.

These types will show up to all users when 
opening the app, as shown above. The app 
currently does NOT work with multiple 
warnings.

9 Referral – Upon clicking, the user is taken to the referral 
screen where they are explained how to use referral codes.



Creating a referral message
Referral Messages link the user to a page where they get a referral code and are explained 
how it works.

The user can give the referral code to their family and friends when they create an account, 
which give both the referred and the original user bonus points to spend in the app instead 
of money.

Each referral code is randomly generated and is unique to the user.

Referral codes are a good method for promoting the app, giving the users a reward for 
getting more users on board.

By going to the Referral tab, you can enable and disable the referral program, and determine 
the bonus the user and the referred get from the referral code. (The referral bonus is for the 
user creating the code, and the referred bonus is for the user using the code when creating 
an account.)



Custom Lists
Custom list messages are Marketplace Messages promoting lists of businesses chosen by 
you. 

You can choose a premade list, for example History or New, or you can create your own 
custom list.

Lists can be used to make it more convenient for the user to find what they want; By adding 
lists such as “New businesses” or “History”, the user can use these lists instead of searching for 
them on their own.

Lists can also be used for group promotions, for example “night deals” or “15% off first 
purchase” lists can be custom made to allow the user to find out about deals they might 
otherwise miss.

By going to the Discovery tab, you can add a new list 
and determine whether it’s enabled,         the list type       
and the list name.       You can add different names of 
the same list for different languages.

The different list types are: Custom, New, Offers, 
Favorites, History, Categories.

If the list type selected is Custom, you can add the 
businesses of your choice to the “Business Items” list as 
well as change the order of the items.
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